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Introduction
Some notes about technical conventions with subtitling and captioning
Technical conventions
Captions and/or subtitles normally are placed at the bottom of the screen.
They can have a black box around each character so each line of text is white or colored text or itʼs white
or colored text only.
Normally subtitles or captions only have 2 lines of text. Depending on final usage the amount of characters per line is limited – they mostly vary between 40 and 52.
The region where they are displayed vary from final usage as well. While standard broadcast for legacy
reasons want them to be in the title safe area other delivery formats wonʼt require. Some people say (and
use) the Action Safe area as boundary, which makes sense in this era.
In most cases each line has to fit into a line grid.
Depending on the player used there can be a delay when displaying Captions.

Naming conventions
There are some conventions in naming.
• Caption Frame List and Transcription
Sometimes only a transcript exists. This is just the whole spoken text without timing.
Splitting up the transcript into parts with media matching times applied makes it a caption(list).
• Captions and Subtitles
Captions are thought for the hearing impaired and need beside the spoken text additional sound
descriptions like “Crying baby in the background” or “Sad music”. There also can be speaker/person
descriptions from the off like “[Policemen] ʻHands upʼ”. There is also the option to use the "<" and ">"
Latter one will be both in Captions and Subtitles.
Subtitles only cover the spoken text, but often enough (if not always) will need to use styles to differ
between persons or persons speaking while not visible in the actual picture and in this case will follow
the same rules captions are using.
• Closed Captions and Open Captions
Closed Captions can be turned on and off. Open Captions are burned into the video.
The workflow and usage differ depending on production, customer needs (delivery needs), the environment you are working in and whether there is the need of multiple languages.
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What is X-Title Importer (XTI)
XTI converts WebVTT, Subrip SRT, YouTube SBV and Spruce STLs into a XML which can be imported
into Apple's Final Cut Pro X to get individual subtitles. Also Chapterlist files and FCP X XMLs with chapters are supported to be converted to subtitles. These subtitles are searchable in Final Cut Pro X, can be
in their own story line or can be merged down to clips.
Different from other solutions XTI allows to choose more or less any Motion title template to create your
subtitles or titles.
For subtitling though currently only "1 Text Entry" templates are working. For templates using more text
entries the text lines will be merged to fit or extend by empty lines in a “top to bottom” style – this not
working for all of these kind of templates. The conversion though allows to replace the subtitles inside
FCP X with matching subtitle templates keeping the text intact.
Supporting voice tags and roles the app also allows to have -- and control -- multiple languages at a time.
Some special things like using notes with UUID allow to have powerful controls for handling subtitles
within Final Cut Pro X and collaborative workflows.
The setup might look a bit complicated -- so read this manual carefully to get familiar with the application.
Once you understand it will be easy and the application will be a big time saver for you.

Don't use Apple's built in "Basic Title" at this time with 10.1.x. It's buggy and you might loose a
lot of work.
There is another bug FCP X in 10.1.x – if you "batch change" text settings like font size these
settings won't be saved when you quit FCP X. A workaround is to export the subtitles after the
changes as XML and reimport. In some cases selecting all affected subtitles and switch them
off and on again could help.
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How FCP X works with XML
XML Versions < 10.1.x
Final Cut Pro X subtitles normally are Motion Templates which are inserted into a timeline (now called
project). These titles then can be modified by the user. Depending on the kind of title there are a lot of
options like font name, font style, font color, alignment, outline, drop shadow etc.

It is essential to understand where and how these modifications are stored and how it works
with XML.
Inserting a Motion Template by default will show up the values which are saved with the template and modifications will be saved in the project data base only.
Using an XML export or import will NOT store or transport these kind of modifications — it only
references to the original Motion Template.
For XML export or import this means in case you want a font to be changed from Lucida Grande to Arial
you must open this title with Motion make your changes there and publish the template under a different
name and replace the titles within the timeline. Using the same name will change the font for all projects
where this title had been used with the basic settings.
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To understand better you may make a little test by yourself. Just take a title, drop it to your timeline twice
— one above the other. Then modify one of those or both. Export as XML and import this XML. They will
look like the original template and other templates or filters will be reset as well.
See example below. The two subtitles are reset and look like one.

#

Original in FCP X before exporting XML! !

Result after importing the exported XML

So obviously there are a lot of limitations with the FCPXML version of FCP X < version 10.1
and you have to have a careful planning upfront and better buy Motion to make you plans reality.
There are other little things as well. Exporting a project as XML will always include the IDs of any event
which includes clips that where used in this project. The IDs will be used or looked on the import of the
XML. If the event isnʼt found new events will be created on a selected disk.
Same with the project IDs. If the project ID already exists in the FCP X data base a new will be created
during import and the project will be renamed.
More about that you will find later in the workflow section.

XML Versions 10.1.x
Starting with version 10.1 parameters are saved and can be transported via XML to and from FCP X.
This makes the workflow way easier – especially in a collaborative workflow.
But there are some things you should be aware.
The latest version supports a kind of "Full RTF Editing Style". This means you can do more or less everything you could do in a text editor. Set tab stops, styles, fonts, font size, colors even per word. This only
works like in the previous versions with “paragraph style” template. A “character style” template can cause
problems.
But with 10.1.x and XML versions above 1.2 a paragraph based styles from the source can overwrite
template settings.
You should be careful with these features at this time. Keep it as simple as possible. There is a risk that
"too" crazy titles will cause the loss of valuable time. And as said above: don't use "Basic Title".

How FCP X works with Markers (in a XML round trip)
Markers can be of different kind. But there is one thing they keep in common: they donʼt have paragraphs.
With XTI you can force paragraphs during translation using the pipe character (”|”).
So a “Chapter 1 | My home” will be converted to :
“Chapter 1
My home”
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Basic Workflow
The first step is to create a XML template with Final Cut Pro X. You can use one of the pre-installed ones
as well.
Here why you need a template: Interpreting the source file (SBV, SRT or STL) XTI needs some information about the "where to go". This means to know the video format, the FPS and the Motion Template
which should be used in FCP X.
How to create a template look at "Create Template" . It is a good idea to apply a role for the template.
Second step is to launch the XTI application. Do the setup like below.

Press "cmd-O" or the "Select File and Convert" button. You can also drag a subtitle source file to the applicationʼs icon.
The app will ask for a fcpxml template first. Select the one you have created before.
Then select the subtitle source file.
Save the .fcpxml file.
For details read the workflow section.
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Interface and Options
As shown above the application starts with a pretty simple interface.

While some of the options are self explaining others might be not.

Timing Options
Timing or better TC handling is the most complex and confusing thing dealing with subtitles.
Many of the subtitle file formats don't supply any information about the time base.
Its always the question whether source TC and target TC (template) do match.
So for example a "00:18:52:21" 24p non NTSC TC entry could be converted to a "00:18:52:05" 24p NTSC
entry. While this conversion is correct – wall clock will show the same time for those when running the
video. But its normally not wanted. "00:18:52:21" should be "00:18:52:21" in several cases regardless of
the FPS settings or an NTSC based template.
For habitants of the NTSC universe it could be even more complicated. There might be a "reverse ntsc"
which means that a video frame is not 1001/1000 seconds but a 1000/1001 seconds long. With the example from above the "00:18:52:21" would be "00:18:51:11". This is not handled by X-Title yet.
So the best you could do is to set the source timebase to the same timebase the templates uses.
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Interpret Source FPS
This option will allow to set the TC interpretation of your source subtitle file to a certain frame rate. As
mentioned above you normally should set this frame rate to the same rate supplied by the template. In
some cases easy timecode conversions can be done – but they can cause slight rounding errors and timings are not always correct. You have to try.

Zero Based Start
This option will make the first subtitle start at “00:MM:SS:FF” instead of “HH:MM:SS:FF” timecode. All
following titles will be shifted by “HH”.

Templates and Roles
Templates and roles are little bit more difficult to understand. They control how and where your subtitle
will show up within FCP X.

Use Template
With the button checked this option will allow to use one of your formerly created and saved templates.
If you use this version first time there will be only some pre-installed templates. For FCP X < 10.1 use the
the ones without the "ext" prefix. With FCP X versions 10.1.x you can use all – but those ones without the
"ext" prefix will create a XML with less options.
How to create a template read later in the workflow section.

Overwrite Template Role
Depending on the setup of your FCP X export to XML the XML already may have a role assigned. Same
with a template you may choose. Using this option the role will be replaced by either the role selected
from the popup or by a custom role which also can be activated.
Not using this option will either take the role from the template or will ask you to choose or enter one.
With the “Preview Titles” option checked you always can change the role.

Custom Role
Beside the option to use language pop up you always can enter your own role name.

New Event from Role
Once you export an XML from FCP X the project location and the matching event are stored within the
XML using UUIDs, names and file path.
Though the event somehow doesnʼt make too much sense in most of the cases since templates are not
stored in an event it can be helpful in some cases if you want to add some graphics for a special language.
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Other Options
Preview Titles
This option checked will display all subtitles in a table view. You can edit titles and changed the global role
before saving.
The first title can be an one frame subtitle. This makes it easier for FCP X to match project timecode.

If you have “Preview Titles” checked you can preview the titles, make text changes and change the overall role. Then click the “Save FCPXML” button or “cmd-S”. Then enter a name in the save panel option or
take the suggested one.
Leaving this option unchecked will directly display the “Save Panel”.
If a subtitle contains a music sign ( like “♪c'est mon tour.♪” ) the role will be extended by a “-Sound”. This
will make it easier for the user to distinguish between “Captioning” and “Subtitling” in the FCP X project.
The text view also let you check spelling and correct it. It will show the selected font, size and color
(based on the the first line of the title). Additionally the alignment and color of a subtitle can be changed.
But be careful with colors as it will overwrite colors per paragraph.
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Project with Secondary Storyline
This option checked allows to place all subtitles to secondary storyline. A secondary storyline is a useful
option since you can select all subtitles with one click, copy them and paste them to the project where the
subtitles are needed. There you can move them easily all together and merge them down if needed.
Leaving it unchecked creates a project with all subtitles in the primary storyline.

#

#
Add Markers
Importing a subtitle file will create a marker at the start of the subtitle using the text of the subtitle.

Add Notes
This option will create a UID in the Notes field of each title. The UID is a reliable way to identify each individual title. Notes for titles can't be changed by the user. Read about the use later in the manual.
If you use notes you should check the "Add Markers". Both together allow better search options
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FCP X 10.1.x Options
The subtitle formats WebVTT, SRT and STL can include style information. STL also can include information about font, font size and alignment.
If you are not sure leave the settings as they come by default.

Checking the "User" options will overwrite the settings of your XML template with 10.1.x.
Selecting the "Source" options will search for the selected flag in the source file. If it is not available the
"User" setting is used with 10.1.x.

Digital Heaven DH_SubtitleX
DH_SubtitleX is a very popular subtitle plug-in which makes it possible to create boxes behind subtitles
that match the length of each line (a style that isn't possible with regular title templates). Since it is a custom plug-in rather than a Motion Title, DH_SubtitleX appears in the timeline as a generator so it requires
a different type of XML file which X-Title Importer can provide.
As said DH_SubtitleX is a generator and it needs a special handling to convert text based subtitles into a
FCP X subtitle XML.
The user needs to understand the way Motion Generators are handled inside FCP X.
The main thing is that only modifications of parameters are stored inside FCP X.
This means in case of DH_SubtitleX you will see a lot of options to fine tune your subtitles, but the XML
will only reflect those values which are different from the standard settings. All non modified values will be
retrieved from the factory settings of the generator.
While a Motion Title carries all basic font and style values a Motion Generator by default does not.
Another difference between titles and generators is the font handling itself. By default fxPlug based generators donʼt have access to all installed fonts. This is true for the DH_SubtitleX as well.
This different kind of font handling needs to be considered by the user when working with DH_SubtitleX
and X-Title Importer and templates used for X-Title Importer.
Here an example (using values displayed inside FCP X):
A title template could show “Al Bayan” as font and “Bold” as style.
A generator will show “Al Bayan Bold” – so there is no specific style option.
There also will be fonts which are available for titles but not for generators. In X-Title Importer you can
see a list of the DH_SubtitleX fonts and styles witch are supported on your system by pressing ctrl-X.
The next difference between titles and generators is the handling of font size and line leading. Titles use
relative screen space, generators use actual values retrieved from so called “Attributed Strings” thru a
system call.
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X-Title Importer doesnʼt do the latter. While the font size matches the values quite correctly the leading
value will be retrieved from the DH_SubtitleX template – or set to factory settings – and the user settings
for this value in X-Title Importer will be ignored.
The last important difference between titles and generators is that while you can batch change parameters for titles you canʼt do that for generators. Apple obviously forgot this important feature.
Please submit feedback to Apple to change that.
Here the above options again for DH_SubtitleX.

X-Title Importer currently only supports “subtitle safe” font sets. That means fonts which will match the
options of standard subtitle source file styles – Regular, Bold, Italic, Bold Italic. So in the above case the
“Condensed Light” style will be ignored for Motion Titles but retrieved for DH_SubtitleX.
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Below table shows the options of source formats and which of them can be applied to subtitle XMLs for
Final Cut Pro X.
Type

Font
Name

Font
Size

Font
Style

Font
Color

SBV

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

SRT

FALSE

FALSE

(TRUE)

WebVTT

STL

FALSE

(TRUE)

FALSE

(TRUE)

(TRUE)

(TRUE)

Alignment
Horizontal

Alignment
Vertical

Fades

FPS

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

(TRUE)

(TRUE)

(TRUE)

FALSE

FALSE

**

**

(TRUE)

(TRUE)

FALSE

FALSE

**

**

(TRUE)

(TRUE)

(TRUE)

FALSE

(TRUE)

(TRUE)

*
Chapter List

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

XML Marker

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FCP X XML
< 10.1

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

FCP X XML
> 10.1

(TRUE)

••
(TRUE)

(TRUE)

(TRUE)

(TRUE)

FALSE

FALSE

***

••

TRUE

(TRUE) means that these flags could be there – not that they will be there.

* means that the color could be there but can't be transferred correctly cause of system setups.
** means that the values could be there but can't be transferred correctly.
*** means that current FCP X XML doesn't supply a reliable way to accept this setting.
• means that these values can't be set per subtitle – only for all subtitles and one Motion Template.
•• means that this feature currently is not supported.
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The “Effects” option behaves a little different compared to the other options.
Pressing the “Edit” button will open a new window.

There are settings both for outline and shadow of standard Motion Tiltles
Both of them can be handled independently.
The additional setup for Digital Heavenʼs DH_SubtitleX is has itʼs own settings for the “Box” appearance
and behavior.
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The shadow and outline values will be taken from the standard setup for Motion Titles. With this generator
though you can use either outline or shadow – not both.
As mentioned all of these setups can be used independently. So the user can decide whether to use parts
of the template settings, add something or overwrite the template setting at all.
Some more details about these options below.

Outline settings
The outline handling can be left to the template or the template settings can be overwritten by the user.
These can be:
• No outline
• Outline with user settings
• Color
• Opacity
• Stroke Width
While the interface inside FCP X does have some more options, these options canʼt be transported via
XML.

Shadow settings
The outline handling can be left to the template or the template settings can be overwritten by the user.
These can be:
• No Shadow
• Shadow with user settings
• Color
• Opacity
• Offset
• Angle
• Blur Radius – not supported by FCP X XML for some titles though officially supported
Same as above the interface inside FCP X does have more options, but these additional options canʼt be
transported via XML.
Additionally the “Shadow Blur” doesnʼt work for some Motion Titles.

Digital Heaven SubtitleX settings
With DH_SubtitleX you can use all of the above settings plus the “Box” options.
Regarding the limitations mentioned above: none of them apply here. All of the generator settings are
fully supported – except line spacing.

TextUp Box settings
TextUp Box comes along with the base installation of XTI. It suffers the same limitations every Motion title
template has to fight with when it comes to have the text surrounded by a box. The settings here allow
partially to work around these limitations. Make your own tests upfront.
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Menus
Preferences
Here the used templates can be managed.
With the base installation some example templates will be installed. Feel free to remove them.

You can manage your FCPXMLtemplate files here. There is also the option to add some comments for a
template here.
The “Marker and Chapter Setup” allows to set up a timing for un-timed source files like using markers
from a fcpxml file or a chapter list.
The font settings (for FCP X > 10.1) allow to use either all available fonts or only those which have style
options for plain, italic and bold. Using a font without these options can reset all source or user setting
when the XML will be imported into FCP X.
The language settings allow to switch between the way languages are displayed – either with dialect or
not.
Text handling allows to remove (maybe) unwanted leading or trailing empty lines or in case of a two entry
subtitle to add a trailing empty line - means first entry always will have text displayed.
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Registration
Once you received a serial number you can change the default entries.

Type in everything exactly as printed above and restart the application(s) - be aware that 0 = zero, O = O
like Omega, 1 (the number) and I (like Igor) are different characters. Serial number data do use upper
case only characters. All serial data entries are case sensitive.

XTI Feedback
If you have questions, feature request or need any kind of help you can use the feedback form (ctrl-P).

You can attach files, but they must be zipped upfront.
Pressing the “Send” button will open Appleʼs Mail app with the form converted to a standard mail.

Save
This will save the converted source file as an FCPXML.
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Save XTI Text List
This will save a tab-text delimited list of the subtitles together with their tags and UUID.
The file can be opened by Appleʼs Numbers application or the clipboard content can be pasted into a
Numbers spreadsheet or an Excel spreadsheet.

Using a spreadsheet will allow a coworker to do changes to the subtitles which easily can be retrieved
within FCP X by their speaker and/or UUID even if the text and timecode has changed.

Save XTI STL Text List
This will save a tab-text delimited STL of the subtitles together with their timing and set the clipboard to it
as well.
This STL can be used to send the file together with a low res movie to a coworker who cares about the
translation. The free cross platform application Jubler for example will accept this kind of file type. Also
any spreadsheet application can be used.
Once the translation (or transcript) is done only the STL is needed to use it with XTI to bring the subtitles
into your project.
This also works great with marker XMLs since the editor can set chapter markers with durations in FCP
X. Then (s)he would export both a low res movie with chapters and an XML. The XML can be converted
to a STL using XTI.
The rest of the workflow is the same as described above.

00:00:00:00, 00:00:00:04,!
00:01:32:14, 00:01:35:02,!
00:01:35:11, 00:01:37:11,!

Start
Pousse-toi, Alejandro,|♪c'est mon tour.♪
Laisse-moi regarder !
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Workflow
What you need is a FCPXML template and a WebVTT file, a YouTube SBV, Spruce STL or SRT text file.
The file extension of the YouTube file must be ".txt" or ".sbv", STL must be “.txt'” or “.stl” for SRT it is ".txt"
or “.srt” for WebVTT it is “.vtt” or “.txt”
In every case XTI will do a check what of the file format matches.
The subtitles will be converted into a FCPXML based on the FCP X template you have chosen and the
settings for the conversion you have made as explained in the “Options” section above.
You can double-click the created file if you have FCP X installed. If the machine you used to convert the
file has no FCP X installation make sure that the machine where you want to open the XML does have
the Motion template installed you used - either within the FCP X app, the users Movie folder or in “Library/
Application Support/Final Cut Pro”

Creating a Template in Final Cut Pro X
To create a template in FCP X just add an empty project with some settings, for example like below.

If you want to have a special event you have to create a new one upfront on the volume or the library you
want.
In any case the project will be attached to this event on your selected volume. But you can change that
later both in XTI and when importing the FCPXML into FCP X.

Then drag a Motion template which matches standard subtitle rules into the project's timeline - unfortunately there are no templates by default which do really match those criteria so you have to build your
own or modify an existing one. As mentioned above the XTI application installs some subtitle templates
which matches subtitle needs better - but still might not be matching your needs. Feel free to modify
them.
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There is one Motion template which comes along with XTI which allows a fine tune for the setup – it is
called TextUp Regular.
Some more details below.
Once you have dragged the template to the timeline the canvas will look like below.

The template has several overlay options to match your subtitles regarding the needs which are required
by broadcasters, festivals, cinema and others. Standard SD (4:3), HD (16:9) both for US and BBC/EBU
are available. It has a switchable 30 cell vertical grid.
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This kind of grid is used by many broadcasters to set/measure the line height per subtitle and the total
height of a 2 line subtitle. Depending on usage a line covers 2 cells or one cell including full font height
and paragraph leading. Since the total height of a font differs by font this is a great way to set up font size
and leading and mimic the final (and needed) appearance.
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Another option the title template allows to get a preview of how subtitles will look with a basic subtitle
DCP projection setup.
In theory DCP shouldn't have any safe zones technically but these exist in reality.

While the horizontal zones are not critical in practice the vertical ones matter.
The yellow lines show the text height including glyphs, the magenta lines show the base line.
The overlay is calculated based on a standard DCP server which uses Arial as default font and a default
font size of 42 points DCP. To learn more you can overlay the "DCP Help".

These options only give a preview – so it doesn't mean you can export your subtitles directly to DCP subtitles XML files with the current versions of the X-Title application family. You can use my TitleExchange.
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The template can even do more for the user.
It is based upon a 16:9 1920x1080 screen. So in case you want to use it with a 4:3 source the text region
won't fit the graphic safe zone of this aspect ratio.
Some people think you have to rebuild the template in Motion, but their is an easier way if want to use the
template with XTI (you can use it within FCP X as well by duplicating the title, but there not a real "favorite" option there).

Overlay a 4:3 region and double click the text region. Now you can match the width to the width of the
graphics zone.

Working with FCP X 10.1.x these changes same as above will be stored in the XML for a round trip.
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An other option is to set up a banner.

This option is widely used on internet broadcasting, but can be helpful for any other usage as well.

The box can be modified in several ways.
The above described modification for the text box also can be used to modify the behavior of XTI during
conversion.
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You can fade the box's vertical border for example.
Together with the text behavior you can create the "TextUp" into a "TextDown".
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To get a more typical style of a subtitle background you can use the "TextUp Box" title which is also installed with the X-Title Importer.

For FCP X < 10.1.x
Since FCPXML only transports the basics of the title, any adjustments you do are ignored when exporting the XML from FCP X.
FCP X only references to the Motion Template you used and the settings which come along with that
original template. So no user settings accepted!
One thing you could do is to assign a role to the title, this could save some seconds later when importing
the the XML into XTI.
After you have done that export the project as XML.
In XTI press cmd-O to open the XML. Depending on your setup in XTI the application will ask you to
navigate to the FCPXML template file (in case you have not selected “Use Template” ) then to choose a
role (in case you have not selected “Overwrite Template Role”) and finally to select the subtitle text file.

Importing the FCPXML into Final Cut Pro X
Open Final Cut Pro X and select menu “File -> Import -> XML” or use the shortcut you may have created.
In the open panel select the file you have created with XTI.
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In the dialog you also can select a storage location. As mentioned a above this not really matters in this
case since there are no files for “Storage” but it can help to get organized.
To import the XML FCP X references the Motion Template path and loads a Motion file for each title. Depending on the computer you are using, the amount of memory installed, the amount of online projects
and the amount of subtitles it may give you a good break until your are ready to edit - we tried subtitles
from documentaries with amounts of 1000 to more than 2000 on some slower machines. It gave enough
time to leave the office, go to the bakery few houses away, order a sandwich and two coffees, have a
smoke, drinking one coffee and have some small talk, take the rest of the the bakery order back to the
office, having the sandwich and the other coffee, wait a little bit - and yes the subs are there.
So in these cases just be patient — the import (ready to work state) can take some time. FCP X doesnʼt
hang itʼs just working hard.
As said above above the imported project may look different — might be one with a simple primary storyline or one with a secondary storyline.
The subs in the primary storyline can be converted to a compound clip if you need that.
If you have activated “Skimming” and used a template which uses fades don't worry if you don't see any
subtitle. It's the way it works with FCP X. Turn Skimming off and jump to the subtitles and step thru or
magnify your timeline until you will see something.
In theory when FCP X is installed you can double-click the XML and it will be imported directly. Another
option would be — in theory again — to drag the XML to FCP X. Both of that might work, or not.
Having an FCPXML which was created by FCP X (not launched) will give you an error message when
dragging the XML to the appʼs icon. It could look like below.
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This can be solved by using the XML import within FCP X. This creates new UUIDs and events if needed.
The double-click on a FCPXML file might lead to another application, depending on your system setup.
I always depends on the “I claim to be the editor for fcpxml” of some applications.
This also can be solved by using the standard import with FCP X.
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Working with the subtitles in Final Cut Pro X
After importing the XML created by XTI into FCP X the browser and sequence will reflect the settings
chosen in XTI. The timeline index will reflect the settings you made in XTI

#

Browser display with notes!

!

!

Browser display without notes

#

Browser with markers or notes using find (secondary storyline).
While markers can be edited notes canʼt. But in both cases the title can be retrieved by the UUID.
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Copying the secondary storyline and attaching it to the first (or any other matching) clip
allows still the speaker or UUID find function even if the text and time code has changed when using a
text copy of the original XTI script.

Even if you break apart the secondary storyline, reorder subtitles or change the text the UUID is a reliable
way to find subtitles in a FCP X sequence (project).
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Using the XTI clipboard stuff and Appleʼs Numbers or Microsoft Excel you also have a nice cross search
which allows to track text changes supplied or suggested by a coworker or your customer
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Installed Templates
XTI comes with an internal installer for some Motion titles. So when you start the application the first time
you might be asked to allow to make changes to your system. It will create a structure for FCP X templates in the “/Library/Application Support” folder in case itʼs not already created by other template installers.

The titles can be found in the FCP X title browser under Spherico: Basic Subtitles.

The title is available for all users on the machine. Feel free to create modified versions of them but save
them under a different name.
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Supported Formats
SBV (YouTube)
Simple text based format. It doesnʼt support any style or font information.
The structure is as below.
Each subtitle is divided by a double return.
Hours:Minutes:Seconds.PartialSeconds for timing.
In and Out are divided by a comma.
The following lines are the subtitles.
0:00:06.770,0:00:10.880
>> ALICE: Today we'll be teaching you how to make
our famous chocolate chip cookies!

SRT (Subrip)
Simple text based format. It supports several styles but no font information like name, size, paragraph
leading.
The structure is as below.
Each subtitle is divided by a double return.
A subtitle start with a number (counter)
Hours:Minutes:Seconds --> PartialSeconds for timing and optional horizontal/vertical position.
In and Out are divided by “-->”.
The following lines are the subtitles. They support colors (HTML style), italic (<i>), bold (<b>) and underline (<u>). Underline isnʼt supported by fonts used in FCP X.
Positioning is ignored by XTI at the current time.
1
00:01:32,480 --> 00:01:35,080 Y1:438 Y2:478
<font color="#EBEBEB"><b>Pousse-toi, Alejandro,</b>
<i>c'est mon tour.</i></font>

WebVTT (HTML5)
Simple text based format. It supports several styles but no font information like name, size, paragraph
leading. It's based upon the SRT format but has several more options. Not all options apply to the settings
which could be used in FCP X. XTI will filter out those ones like cue sheets, regions and scroll.
The voice tags like "<v Fred>" will be translated into a color or a text "[Fred] or “(Fred)" depending of the
user selection.
WEBVTT
Region: id=fred width=50% lines=3 regionanchor=0%,100% viewportanchor=10%,90% scroll=up
Region: id=bill width=50% lines=3 regionanchor=100%,100% viewportanchor=90%,90% scroll=up
00:00:00.000 --> 00:00:20.000 region:fred align:left
<v Fred>Hi, my name is Fred
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!

WebVTT Voice Tags
Voice tags can be color matched. Which color you want to use can be selected in the “Voice Tags
Color Prefs” cmd-opt-comma.
While the BBC standards only cover 4 colors other big broadcasters support a more detailed distinction.
Color mapping sets can be saved and reloaded.
Cause of the way XTI works they have to loaded before the source file is analyzed.

In case the source file includes voice tags a panel with the list of “voices” will show up.

The color scheme displayed above is used by several European broadcasters for internet broadcast. All colors are broadcast safe.
You can also decide to ignore all voice tags or display them in brackets without changing the font
colors.
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In the Preview window you can see the result colors for each speaker or description..

#

A setup like below wonʼt set any colors but replace the voice tags with brackets.
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I the Preview window it will look like below.

#
You can also remove all voice tags.

#
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Or do a mix.

#
In any case voice tags will show up in the metadata and are searchable.
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STL (Spruce)
Simple text based format. It supports several styles and font names, font size, but no font information for
paragraph leading.
Styles, Fade in/out and alignment information can be stored per subtitle. Also colors are theoretical supported, in practice they arenʼt useable because the color setup can differ from system to system.
Vertical positioning is ignored by XTI at the current time because of some XML issues.
The structure is as below.
Each subtitle is 1 line. In, out and text are divided by comma separator. Timing is SMPTE time code.
Lines per subtitle are divided by pipe character. Other information regarding style etc. will be stored in a
line starting with “$”, comment lines will start with “//” and will be ignored.
$FontName = Arial Unicode MS
$FontSize = 22
$Bold = False
$Italic = False
$Underline = False
$HorzAlign = Center
$VertAlign = Bottom
$XOffset = 0
$YOffset = 0
00:00:10:04,00:00:11:22,6.30 PM
00:00:13:03,00:00:18:04,What would he laugh for,|when would he be angry, what he likes...

Chapter List (Text)
Simple text based format.It doesnʼt support any style or font information.
The structure is as below.
Each subtitle is 1 line. In time and text are divided by tab separator. Timing must be SMPTE time code.
For each subtitle the out time will be the in time of the next chapter.
00:00:10:04 6.30 PM
00:00:13:03 What would he laugh for.

Chapters or markers (FCP X XML)
Any kind of markers will be extracted of an .fcpxml file. This doesnʼt support any style or font information.
A chapter can have itʼs own duration, while all other markers are only 1 frame.
XTI will use the “reading speed” settings from the preferences to calculate a duration time.
If 2 or more markers are at the same time only 1 will be used.
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Other Things
System Requirements
Admin rights to install.
Apple Intel (the faster the better).
4 G RAM (more = better), enough space for virtual memory
MacOS X 10.6 +

Known issues
Motion Titles with more than 1 text entry field in most cases will not show up correctly within Final Cut
Pro X.
Mentioned above: Importing an XML into earlier versions of FCP X will cause an error for ending TC of
the last subtitle. The current workaround adds a subtitle called “Fin” to the end of the sequence, which
for whatever reason splits the last subtitle. In case this subtitle would not be inserted, the last subtitle
would be ignored by FCP X.
As always there might be other unknown issues as well.

Fine print
As always use the app on your own risk. I'm not responsible for any damages that might happen.
Support is based on a 'I've spare time this moment', so you may have to wait for a few days to get a
response. But I'll do my best.
The app is free to handle up tho 50 subtitles at a time -- you can split the source files and merge the
results in FCP X, you can also use the lottery game on launch of the application to win up to 1000 subtitles . If you need some more comfort you might think about a 40 Euro donation. Make a donation

Download
Download XTI for MacOS 10.5 + here

Further information and contact
Andreas Kiel
Nelkenstr. 25, D-76135 Karlsruhe
Phone: +49 721 597 846 16
eMail: kiel@spherico.com
For emergeny contact in case the German Telekom has one of it's well known connectivity problems:
eMail: spherico.mail@gmail.com
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